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Natural gas is widely (and falsely) promoted as a bridge fuel that allows continued use of fossil fuels 
while reducing greenhouse gas emissions compared to oil or coal. Indeed, less carbon dioxide is 
emitted when burning natural gas, but natural gas is composed mostly of methane. Emissions of even 
small amounts of unburned methane give natural gas a huge greenhouse gas footprint, since 
methane is more than 100 times more powerful as a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. Natural 
gas and coal are both climate disasters, with coal worse for carbon dioxide emissions but natural gas 
far worse from the standpoint of methane. 
  
Scientific knowledge on methane emissions has progressed rapidly over the past 6 years, driven in 
part by the precipitous rise of shale gas development. For conventional natural gas, slightly less than 
4% of the lifetime production of gas wells is emitted to the atmosphere, including both leaking and 
venting at the well site and during storage & delivery to consumers. For shale gas, information is 
more uncertain, but emissions are likely 3-fold greater, or 12% of lifetime production. Satellite data 
show a global increase in methane in the atmosphere since 2008, driven largely by shale gas and 
shale oil development in the United States. Commercial development of shale gas has not yet 
occurred outside of North America. 

 

 
 
Satellite imagery (above and below) shows methane concentration geographically over time, with warmer colors indicating higher 
concentrations. Data show a global increase in methane over time since 2008, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere (right; 0 is the 
equator, 1 & -1 are the poles). Imagery indicates the increase is largely from increased emissions in the shale gas & oil fields of the 
U.S. between 2006-2008 and 2009-2011 (left). Source: Schneising et al. (2014) "Remote sensing of fugitive methane emissions from oil 
and gas production in North American tight geologic formations." Earth’s Future 2: 548-558. 
 
 



 
 
In December 2015 at the United Nations COP21 in Paris, the nations of the world agreed to keep the 
planet well below 2°C above the pre-industrial baseline, to reduce the risk of runaway global warming. 
Reducing methane is absolutely key to meeting this target: Earth's climate system responds too 
slowly to reductions in carbon dioxide emissions, and warming to 2°C and higher will occur within the 
next 35 years unless methane emissions are reduced below current levels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Green "reference" line shows predicted warming with current emissions. "CO₂  measures" line indicates that warming will continue for 
several decades even if CO₂  emissions are reduced now. "CH₄  & BC measures" shows that reducing emissions of methane and black 
carbon can immediately slow global warming. The best outcome is when both methane and carbon dioxide emissions are reduced 
("CO₂  + CH₄  + BC measures"). Source: Shindell and others (2012). Science 335: 183-189. 
 
 
Within the next 12 to 15 years, the Earth will warm to very dangerous levels, doubling the total 
increase in the average temperature that has occurred since the start of the industrial revolution to 
now. Tipping points in the climate system may kick in and lead to runaway global warming. Only by 
reducing methane emissions and emissions of soot (black carbon, or BC) can society slow the rate of 
warming in this critical short-term timeframe, and buy precious time. The oil & gas industry is the 
single largest source of methane pollution, contributing one third of all methane pollution globally, and 
is by far the largest factor behind recent global increases in atmospheric methane. 
  
  



 

Carbon dioxide vs. methane: 
 

● Methane is greater than 100 times more powerful as an agent of global warming than is carbon 
dioxide, while both gases are in the atmosphere. 

● The immediate influence of methane lasts for only the 12 years it remains in the atmosphere, 
while carbon dioxide affects the climate for hundreds of years after emission. 

● However, the climate responds slowly to changes in carbon dioxide emissions; reductions now 
will not influence the rate of warming over the coming 35 years. 

● The climate system responds very quickly to changes in methane emissions; reducing 
methane emissions now will significantly slow the rate of global warming over the coming 
decades. 

 
 

When methane emissions are included, both conventional natural gas 
and shale gas have a larger greenhouse gas footprint than coal or oil. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Both direct emissions of carbon dioxide and unburned methane emissions expressed as carbon dioxide equivalents, 
expressed per unit of energy produced. For each fuel, the best estimate for methane emission is used. Methane 
compared to carbon dioxide over a 20-year time period following emission to the atmosphere. Vertical bars illustrate 
the most probable range of values for shale gas and conventional gas. Source: Howarth (2015) Energy & Emission 
Control Technologies. 
  

 
 



Some commonly asked questions: 
  
Aren’t carbon dioxide emissions less for natural gas than for coal?  Yes, substantially so. But methane 
emissions are far greater from natural gas, particularly from shale gas. When methane is included, total 
greenhouse gas emissions are greater from natural gas than from coal, particularly when analyzed on a 
20-year period following emission. 
  
I've heard that methane is 21-times more powerful as a greenhouse gas than is carbon dioxide. Is that 
true?  No, that is based on a 20-year old report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 
1995. In 2013, the IPCC stated that methane is more than 100-times more powerful for the first decade after 
emission, 86-times over a 20-year period, and 34-times over 100 years. The shorter time periods are the most 
appropriate to use, given the urgency of slowing global warming over the coming 10 to 20 years. 
  
Why are emissions so great from shale gas, and are shale gas emissions high in Europe as well as the 
US?  The shale gas revolution in the US began only in the past decade, mostly since 2009. As a result, 
scientific study of emissions is new and as such estimates are somewhat uncertain. But increasingly, many 
studies show methane emissions that are far greater than from conventional natural gas. One reason is 
release during drilling in older gas & oil fields and coal mines that often overlay the deeper shale gas reserves. 
To date, there has been virtually no shale gas development in Europe or anywhere outside North America. 
  
Don't some studies show low methane emissions?  The past 5 years have seen an explosion of new 
studies on methane emissions, with a wide range of results. Studies with some of the lowest emissions 
estimates are probably flawed, though, because of misuse of measurement equipment. Longer term, larger 
scale observations from monitoring networks and satellites provide the most robust estimates, and indicate 
high emissions. 
  
Can regulation reduce methane emissions to an acceptable level?  Methane emissions come from many 
sources, from the well site to delivery through pipelines to final customers. Many of these remain poorly 
characterized. Reducing emissions is expensive, and enforcement of regulations is difficult. Society is better off 
moving away from natural gas, and particularly shale gas. 
  
If natural gas is not a bridge fuel, should we burn coal instead?  No. It is past time to move away from all 
fossil fuels, and embrace the renewable energy technologies of the 21st Century. 
  
Aren’t cows more important as a source of methane than the natural gas industry?  Both animal 
agriculture and the oil & gas industry are big emitters, but the most recent research indicates fossil fuel sources 
are larger, and that recent increases in global methane are driven by fossil fuels, particularly natural gas. 
  
Further Reading: 
Peer-Reviewed science: Howarth, 2015. "Perspectives on air emissions of methane and climatic warming risk 
from hydraulic fracturing and shale-gas development: Implications for policy." Energy & Emission Control 
Technologies3:45-54.  
https: www dovepress com methane-emissions-and-climatic-warming-risk-from-hydraulic-fracturing--peer-reviewed-fulltext-article-EECT 
 
Popular press: McKibben, 2016. "Global warming's terrifying new chemistry." The Nation, April 11-18 issue.  
https: www thenation com article global-warming-terrifying-new-chemistry  
 
Visit our website for more information: http://www.eeb.cornell.edu/howarth/energy_and_environment.php     
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Dr. A. R. Ingraffea, quoted from Living on Earth,  January 8, 2016: 

 
“All of the latest peer-reviewed scientific literature indicates that if the leakage of 

methane, natural gas, into the atmosphere worldwide is greater than about three percent 

of the total production of natural gas in the world, it's the dirtiest of all fossil fuels. 

Because when you burn methane, you get carbon dioxide, which we know is a primary 

greenhouse gas, but when you don't burn it and leak it …it's even worse, because 

methane is a much more potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. So all of the 

scientific literature published in the last few years - and this question has only been 

addressed in the last few years - points to that roughly three percent cutoff. And again, all 

the peer-reviewed literature that's been published in the last few years shows that in the 

US alone, the leak rate is greater than three percent. So, in the US we should not be 

converting coal-fired electricity generating plants to natural gas. We're going in the 

wrong direction. We're making climate change worse, not better, and of course, when we 

look across the world, we like to pride ourselves as being the best at everything, and of 

course, if our leak rate is "low", you can only surmise what the leak rate of methane 

would be in other countries where there is not such tight regulatory control. So, no, I do 

not in any way, means or form, ascribe to, believe, buy into the notion of natural gas 

being a bridge fuel or a down-ramp to a clean renewable energy future. It's scientific 

nonsense. People in the industry know it. People in the scientific community know it. 

Unfortunately, our political leaders have to make decisions based on something other 

than science." 
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Two$years$after$banning$high1volume$fracking,$$
where$does$New$York$really$stand$on$shale$gas?$
Much"has"been"said"about"how"New"York"is"leading"the"nation"with"bold,"innovative"programs"to"move"
itself"away"from"fossil"fuels"and"onto"clean,"renewable"energy—Reforming"the"Energy"Vision,"Clean"
Energy"Fund,"Green"Bank,"and"Clean"Energy"Standard."State"agencies"and"Governor"Cuomo"have"
described"these"efforts"as" groundbreaking .""

Yet"the"most" groundbreaking "activity"today"continues"to"be"the"
shattering$of$bedrock$in$Pennsylvania"to"feed"New"York's"growing"
addiction"to"natural"gas."Despite"a"state"ban"on"highJvolume"fracking:"

•! The"total"use"of"gas"in"New"York"has"increased"18%"in"five"years""
(2009J2014),"and"that"is"projected"to"continue.1"

•! With" the" support" of" state" incentives," the" number" of" gas"
customers"(home"heating"and"other"uses)"grew"from"3.7"million"
in"2005" to"4.2"million" in"2014,"an" increase"of"over"500,000"
customers—more"than"all"other"states"in"the"nation"combined.2"

•! The"use"of"gas"for"electricity"generation"has"nearly"doubled"in"ten"
years."This"has"been"coupled"with"the"construction"of"more"gasJ
fired"power"plants"and,"more"recently,"state"programs"and"policy"
that"encourage"the"use"of"gas"(turbines"and"microJturbines)"in"
New"York's"emerging"network"of"distributed"generation.""

•! The"use"of"compressed"natural"gas"(CNG)"for"transportation"is"on"
the"rise,"too,"as"is"the"amount"of"gas"being"burned"in"compressor"
stations—the"burning"of"gas"to"move"gas."

New"York"is"indeed"leading"the"nation,"not"away"from"fossil"fuels,"but"
toward"them,"through"increased"dependency"on"natural"gas."

"

"

!

!

"

"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1"http:/ /www.politico.com/states/newJyork/albany/story/2015/10/newJyorkJincreasinglyJreliantJonJnaturalJgasJforJheatJ026345"
2"Energy"Information"Administration","www.eia.gov"
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According"to"the"New"York"Independent"System"Operator"(NYISO),"
twoJthirds"of"all"proposed"new"capacity"for"electricity"is"gas"(natural"
gas" or" duel" fuel).3" Furthermore," since" the" capacity" factors " of"
renewables"like"wind"and"solar"are"significantly"lower"than"fossil"fuel"
or"nuclear"facilities,"which"can"operate"around"the"clock,"the"actual"
amount" of" electricity" that" those" new" gasJfired" generators" could"
produce"(measured"in"megawattJhours)"is"much"higher,"too.""

The"fact"is"that"the"overall"development"of"renewables"in"New"York"is"not"accelerating."It's"slowing"down."
Wind" experienced" a" surge" of" growth" between" 2005" and" 2008," but" that" growth" has" trailed" off"
considerably"and"has"been"virtually"flat"for"the"past"three"years.4"Likewise,"while"more"New"Yorkers"own"
solar"panels"than"ever"before,"solar"remains"less"than"1%"of"the"state's"energy"portfolio."Renewables"
today"provide"about"26%"of"New"York's"electricity,"but"the"vast"majority"of"that"is"hydroelectric"power,"
which"has"been"in"operation"for"decades."

" "

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
3"2016"Power"Trends,"NYISO"
4"2016"Power"Trends,"NYISO"
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This"year,"the"NYS"Public"Service"Commission"adopted"a"Clean"
Energy"Standard"(CES)"intended"to"ensure"that"50%"of"the"
state's"electricity"comes"from"renewables"by"2030."However,"
since"the"program"as"advertised"relies"heavily"on" market"
forces, " New" York's" ability" to" meet" that" challenge" with"
electricity"from"renewable"sources"deployed"predominately"
inJstate"remains"highly"uncertain."For"example,"NYJSun"is"a"
3000MW" program" intended" to" result" in" 150,000" solar"
installations" by" 2023." Yet" even" with" statewide" efficiency"
improvements,"this"would"meet"less"than"3%"of"New"York's"
total" electricity" needs" in" 2030." Similarly," even" though"
Governor" Cuomo" has" expressed" new" interest" in" offshore"
wind,"the"700MW"proposed"Rockaway"project"would"provide"
less"than"2%"of"the"state's"total"demand"for"electricity.5""

"

An" essential" question" that"must" be"asked" is"whether"
actions"being"taken"have"the"potential" to"achieve"the"
dramatic"reductions"in"total"greenhouse"gas"emissions"
necessary"to"truly"fight"climate"change."The"state's"climate"
goal,"first"adopted"by"former"Governor"Paterson,"is"to"
reduce"total"GHG"emissions"80%"by"2050"compared"to"
levels"in"1990."The"state"has"also"set"an"interim"goal"of"
reducing"GHG"emissions"40%"from"all"energy"sectors"by"
2030."However,"even"if"fully"implemented,"the"CES"would"
cause"GHG"emissions"from"the"electricity"sector"to"shrink"
by"only"about"a"quarter"of"what"they"are"today."Moreover,"
electricity"represents"less"than"a"quarter"of"the"state's"
carbon"footprint"caused"by"the"burning"of"fossil"fuels.6"
Other"major"contributors"include"onJsite"combustion"(for"
example" home" heating)" and" transportation" (planes,"
trains,"and"automobiles).""
""

No"cogent"plan,"comparable"to"the"CES,"has"been"put"forth"for"making"quantifiable"deep"cuts"in"GHG"
emissions"from"these"other"sectors."Furthermore,"the"largeJscale"conversion"of"existing"transportation"
and"heating"systems"to"carbonJfree"alternatives"(such"as"electric"vehicles"and"heat"pumps)"will"require"
much"more"electricity"than"New"York"presently"consumes—perhaps"two"or"three"times"more."By"failing"
to"account"for"these"additional"loads,"state"agencies"have"ignored"the"comprehensive"set"of"coordinated"
activities"that"must"occur"for"its"own"climate"goals"to"be"met."$

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
5"Data"in"pie"chart"is"based"on" anuary"26,"2016"CES"white"paper,"including"imported"electricity,"and"assumes"a"19%"reduction"in"demand"
from"2030"forecasts"due"to"efficiency"improvements"for"a"total"annual"demand"of"150,000GWh."This"also"assumes"that"upstate"nuclear"
power"plants"remain"in"operation"pursuant"to"the"CES,"but"that"Indian"Point"closed."NYJSun"is"a"3000MW"program"through"2023."With"a"
solar"capacity"factor"of"0.15,"this"corresponds"to"about"3942"GWh"of"annual"generation."The"Rockaway"offshore"wind"project"is"projected"
to"create"700MW"of"capacity."With"a"wind"capacity"factor"of"0.40,"this"corresponds"to"2453"GWh"of"annual"generation.""
6"2015"New"York"State"Energy"Plan"
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If"New"York"intends"to"truly"lead"in"the"fight"against"climate"change,"it"must"develop"an"executable"plan"
for"success."That"requires"quantifying"the"amount"of"total"energy"it"currently"consumes"that"will"have"to"
either"be"eliminated"or"met"with"carbonJfree"sources."

In"2013,"a"team"of"scientists,"including"Dr."Robert"
Howarth" and" Dr." Anthony" Ingraffea" of" Cornell,"
published"a"report"that"analyzed"the"feasibility"of"
converting" New" York's" entire" energy" system,"
currently"dominated"by"fossil"fuels,"to"one"that"relies"
exclusively" on" renewable" energy" obtained" from"
wind,"water,"and"sunlight.7""That"report"identified"the"
need" for"16,720"wind" turbines,"387"concentrated"
solar"farms,"825"utilityJgrade"solar"photovoltaic"(PV)"
farms,"and"millions" of"behindJtheJmeter" solar"PV"
systems,"in"addition"to"wave,"tidal,"and"hydro"power.""

Although"New"York"has"not"called"for"the"elimination"of"all"GHG"emissions,"an"energy"plan"truly"capable"
of"meeting"the"state's"80JbyJ50"goal"with"renewables"would"nevertheless"require"an"unprecedented"
investment"of"nearly"this"magnitude."A"major"course"correction"is"needed."

Real"action"on"climate"change"requires"that"the"state"abandon"flawed"policies"and"programs"that"
encourage"the"proliferation"of"gas"infrastructure,"including"those"that"incentivize"the"use"of"gas"for"space"
heating"and"industry,"that"promote"the"use"of"compressed"or"liquefied"natural"gas,"and"that"promote"
distributed"generation "without"regard"to"whether"or"not"the"source"of"energy"is"renewable."New"York"

must"also"cease"the"development"of"new"power"plants"that"burn"fossil"fuels,"including"shale"gas,"and"
prepare"a"plan"for"the"phasing"out"of"existing"ones."In"parallel,"a"plan"must"be"developed"for"the"rapid"
deployment"of"carbonJfree"sources"of"energy"with"storage—at"scale"and"on"time—to"meet"the"state's"
energy"needs,"enhance"the"existing"electrical"grid"to"support"the"expanded"use"of"electricity,"and"require"
the"conversion"of"all"energy"loads—including"transportation"and"heating—to"systems"that"do"not"burn"
fossil"fuels."Aggressive"energy"efficiency"and"conservation"programs"must"be"developed"as"well."Finally,"
any"credible"effort"to"tackle"climate"change"must"be"accompanied"by"a"comprehensive"annual"inventory"
and"evaluation"of"statewide"GHG"emissions"in"order"to"measure"progress."

With"its"ample"wind,"water,"and"solar"resources,"New"York"has"tremendous"opportunity"to"benefit"from"
a"renewable"energy"economy."However,"maximizing"that"potential"requires"a"technically"feasible"plan,"
ample"public"investment,"and"the"commitment"and"cooperation"of"political"leaders"and"agencies"at"every"
level"of"government."Banning"highJvolume"fracking"within"New"York's"borders"while"encouraging"it"
elsewhere"will"not"solve"the"climate"crisis."The"only"way"for"Governor"Cuomo"to"be"a"true"leader"in"the"
fight"against"climate"change"is"by"ending"New"York's"addiction"to"all"fossil"fuels—including"shale"gas—
and"directing"state"agencies"to"develop"a"real"plan"that"can"meet"its"climate"goals."

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
7"Examining!the!feasibility!of!converting!New!York!State’s!all;purpose!energy!infrastructure!to!one!using!wind,!water,!and!sunlight "Mark"Z."
acobson,"Robert"W."Howarth,"Mark"A."Delucchi,"Stan"R."Scobie," annette"M."Barth,"Michael" ."Dvorak,"Megan"Klevze,"Hind"Katkhuda,"

Brian"Miranda,"Navid"A."Chowdhury,"Rick" ones,"Larsen"Plano,"Anthony"R."Ingraffea;"February"2013.""
http:/ /web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/ jacobson/Articles/ I/NewYorkWWSEnPolicy.pdf"

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 Robert Howarth  PhD  the David R. Atkinson Professor of Ecology and Environmental 
Biology at Cornell University  is an earth systems scientist who has worked on climate change issues for 30 
years. A leading authority on the greenhouse gas footprint of shale gas  he is an author and co author of 
numerous recent papers on methane (2011  2014  2015  2016) and represented Cornell University at the 
United Nations' COP21 climate negotiations. In May 2016  he briefed the White House on the dangers of 
methane emissions from natural gas. Howarth is well known for co authoring  with Dr. Ingraffea  the first 
comprehensive analysis of the greenhouse gas footprint of shale gas  published in the journal Nature in 2011. 
The landmark paper won both scientists honorable mentions on the “50 People Who Matter” list in Time 
magazine's 2011 “Person of the Year” issue. 
 

 Anthony. R. Ingraffea  PhD  PE is the Dwight C. Baum Professor of Engineering Emeritus 
and Weiss Presidential Teaching Fellow at Cornell University. His expertise includes hydraulic fracturing and 
wellbore and pipeline integrity. He has co authored papers on methane emissions (2011  2012  2014)  
wellbore integrity in Pennsylvania (2014) and pipeline leakage (2016).  He is also co author of a plan with Dr. 
Howarth and others to rapidly convert New York State to renewables (wind/sun/water) for all energy uses. As 
a concerned scientist and engineer  Ingraffea engages beyond academic realms to inform and educate the 
public on critical scientific issues that involve public health and safety.  He is also the founder and former 
president of PSE Healthy Energy  Inc. (www.psehealthyenergy.org).  
 

 Keith Schue graduated from the University of Virginia with a master's degree in engineering 
and worked in the private sector for fourteen years in hardware design and development. Before moving to 
New York  he was employed with the Florida Chapter of The Nature Conservancy on issues relating to the 
impacts of human development and infrastructure on habitat and water resources. He has been engaged in 
natural gas and energy policy since 2010  and currently volunteers as a technical advisor for Otsego 2000. 
Schue has applied his expertise as an electrical engineer to review and comment on the federal Clean Power 
Plan  New York State Energy Plan and Clean Energy Standard. He has also provided extensive technical 
comments on high volume fracking  regulations pertaining to gas infrastructure  and several specific projects. 


